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personality carried to the infinite degree and goodness and
power, that is God, 17. Limits of human thought, anti-
nomies, do not excuse us from using thought to guide action,
by guess-work. Certainty would destroy faith and free-
will, 18. As personality at its highest is creative, so God is
creative; who has made creatures like himself and therefore
creative. Goodness creative, 19. Evil destructive. Our facul-
ties suffice to divine enough of God's purpose to join in it.
Our modern evolutionary view of creation, 20, whereby the
growth of reason and the moral sense distinguished man
from the beasts. The moral sense a revelation by God of
himself to his creatures to make them creative in the
spiritual sphere, 21. How human reason differs from
animal instinct. Speech the measure of this difference. In
becoming self-conscious man acquired a conscience, 22.
Gradual development of conscience. Conscience a revela-
tion of God, man an imperfect incarnation of God, 23.
Divinity of the perfect man; a rational view of the second
coming of Christ. The argument summarised, 24.
CHAPTER III
the doctrine of authority examined        .	.      25
How the invention of writing enabled man to pass from
superstition to constructive reasoning, 25. Moses, con-
ceiving Yahwe as a moral being, condemned idolatry.
Why this idea was fatal to human sacrifice, 26, and also led
to a spiritual view of reality. How the separation of truth
from the ore of tradition was made possible by writing and
produced the idea of monotheism, 27, of God as eternal and
of man as immortal, 28. How these conceptions were thought
to proceed from divine revelation, which satisfies the craving
for certainty which, as the Greeks saw, is impossible. How
writing fostered the idea of authority, 29. An Australian
anecdote. Belief in verbal inspiration applied to the Penta-
teuch, 30, and then to the Prophets, 31. Why divine revela-
tion, if true, could not begin to operate before the invention
of writing, 32. Catholic and Protestant ideas of authority
examined, 33. The certainty which the doctrine of authority
purports to provide would be fatal to the moral freedom
which distinguishes man from the beasts. How the doctrine
of authority Ted to the conflict of church and state, e.g. over
divorce, 34. Meaning of authority as used in this chapter
defined. Universal and uniform belief in authority would
identify church and state in a universal autocracy. Different
beliefs in authority lead to conflicts of church with church,
and of churches with states, 35. The need for different
churches in commonwealths. Authoritarian doctrine as
exemplified in Communism and Nazism, 36. How prin-
ciples assert themselves in practice, 37.

